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Who is a Physicist?
A “Physicist” is anyone with a physics degree:
• BS
• BA
• MS
• PhD, etc.

Why?
y
• Definition is consistent with some other disciplines.
• Defines a common set of experiences (and texts).
• Inclusive
I l i view
i is
i better
b
for
f survival
i l off di
discipline.
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What makes them Physicists?
Shared
Sh
d experiences
i
creates ffamiliarity—not
ili i
only
l with
i h the
h same Physics
Ph i concepts,
but also with the culture of the discipline.
However,, most importantly,
p
y, even a basic Physics
y
trainingg imparts
p
essential problem solving skills—“how to think”—which is the
hallmark of a physicist.

What do Physicists do?
Most physics majors can name very few LIVING physicists other
than their teachers and professors...
professors
• So what do the rest of the physicists do for a living?
• What
a p
physics
ys cs ca
careers
ee s aaree in high
g de
demand?
a d
• Do you need a graduate degree to succeed in the high demand
areas?
• How do you find more information about these topics and more?

Bachelor’s Degree
Between 1995 and 2007,, about one‐third to one‐half of Bachelor’s degree
g
recipients
p
went directly into the workforce.
The remainder went on to
Trends in Initial Outcomes of Physics Bachelors, classes of
1995‐2007

graduate school:
• Most of these went into
Physics and Astronomy
• A significant proportion
went to graduate school
in other fields.
Many physics bachelor’s
degree recipients pursued
advanced degrees in other
areas…
…and less than 7% of them
were unemployed!

Initial Employment of Physics Bachelor’s Degree Recipients
• Physics Bachelors in
2006‐07 found initial
employment
l
iin a variety
i
of areas.

Private Sector 59%

• Over half of physics
bachelor’s degree
recipients in 2006‐07
found work in the
private sector.

Physics Bachelors in the Private Sector

Of these,, manyy went into
engineering or computer
science.

A significant portion went
into “non‐STEM” fields

Physics bachelors are highly
employable in a variety of
employable,
career paths.

“Hidden physicists”

Physicists whose careers have taken them
away from the “traditional” physics
y
community.

What is a “traditional” career path?
A physics professor? Any PhD physics researcher?

How many “hidden
hidden physicists”
physicists are there?
• Over half of graduating bachelors in 2006 and 2007 went to
graduate school.
• About 60% of these entered graduate school in Physics or
Astronomy (or about a third of the total).
• Manyy of these will exit with a master’s degree,
g , switch to a
master’s program in another discipline, or leave the program.
• The AIP Statistical Research Center estimates the number of
2006‐2007
2006
2007 grads receiving a physics PhD will be 1 in 7…
• …and the rest will likely become “hidden physicists”.

Alison Binkowski

Meet Alison Binkowski

Health Policy Analyst
Government Accountability Office—Washington, D.C.

Educational Background
BS – Physics and Computer Science, Wesleyan University
MS – International Affairs and Public Health, Columbia University
Alison has volunteered internationally (in places like Costa Rica and China)
for programs connected with Public Health issues.
“My analytic training was noted as a primary reason why I was offered a partial academic scholarship in
graduate
d
school,
h l and
d what
h h
helped
l d me stand
d out…to get my current job
b at the
h GAO.""

Ellen Ochoa, Physics BS
Astronaut Office Deputy Director
NASA—Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX

Educational Background
BS ‐ Physics,
Physics San Diego State University
MS and PhD – Electrical Engineering, Stanford University
A veteran of four space flights, Ellen has logged over 978 hours in
p
is the first Hispanic
p
female astronaut.
space—and
Ellen’s expertise involves using the shuttle’s robotic arm to deploy and capture satellites,
perform space station maintenance, and move crew members around on spacewalks!

So, what’s it worth?
Remember that
about half of physics
bachelors went
straight into the
workplace?
Physics bachelors
employed
l d iin private‐
i t
sector STEM fields
earned the highest
salaries.
salaries

So, physics undergraduates are in demand for many well‐paying
jobs in industry.

In fact…
• A physics bachelor’s degree
now ranks higher in starting
salary
l
than
h many other
h
technical fields (including
mechanical engineering).

• The typical starting salary for a
physics bachelor degree has
increased by nearly $10,000
$
since 2003.

• A physics degree also imparts important skills, which informs a variety of
career paths.

Beyond the Bachelors Degree
Medical Careers
• Over one‐fifth
(22%) of physics
bachelors
continuing to
graduate school in
2007 pursued
d non‐
physics or non‐
engineering fields.
• A significant portion
of these graduates
went into medicine
medicine.

• Physics majors out‐performed many other majors (including pre‐med) on all three sections
on the MCAT.
• Physics majors also
account for less than
1% of individuals
taking the exam…
These factors
make Physics
majors stand out
compared to other
applicants to
medical school.

In what other ways do my career options change
as I pursue an advanced degree?

Master’s Degree
Between 2006‐2008
2006 2008, 64% of physics masters recipients entered or
remained in the workforce.
• High School teachers taught
Physics Chemistry and Math
Physics,
• Salaries for those continuing
employment after earning their MS
were $13,000 more than new hires.

Other
9%

• Almost entirely STEM occupations
• Mostlyy management‐level
g
positions
p
• Median Starting Salary: $62,400

High School
13%
Private Sector
49%

• Typical titles include lab
coordinator, instructor, and
l t
lecturer.
• Median Starting Salary: $35,000

College/
University
21%

Civilian Government
9%

• Positions mostly at National Labs,
Armed Service Branches
• Median Starting Salary: $57,000

Not surprisingly, physics master’s degree holders also earn more than physics
bachelor’s:

Bottom
B
tt
line:
li
A physics
h i master’s
t ’ d
degree will
ill open th
the d
door to
t more
advanced positions in a variety of technical fields, with higher salaries.

Michelle O’Brien, Physics MS
Manager of the Mammography Calibration Facility
Nat’l Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, MD

Educational Background
BS – Physics, University of Tennessee (Chattanooga)
MS – Health Physics
Physics, University of Tennessee (Knoxville)
Michelle oversees the testing of dose measurement equipment
from medical practices around the country—making this life‐saving
procedure safer for everyone.
p
y

Paul Markoff–Johnson, Physics MS
DayStar Technologies, Santa Clara, California

Educational Background
BA – Physics, Princeton University
MS – Applied Physics, Stanford University
Paul works in thin film processing and is working on
using thin films to make less expensive solar power.
Originally an Engineering major, Paul found that Physics offered more career options— but
was also drawn to Physics because it could explain the things he was seeing around him.

What about PhDs?
Recent trends in physics PhD initial employment indicates that fewer graduates
are going into postdoc positions, and more are accepting potentially permanent
positions.

Source: Focus on Physics Doctorates One Year Later, AIP Statistical Research Center

PhD Jobs: Demand
Most g
graduates who initially
y become p
postdocs are in academic settings
g or at
national laboratories.
Most postdocs go into their positions in the hopes of moving toward permanent
employment.

In fact, research shows that at PhD granting universities, previous experience as
a postdoc (or as faculty) is a strong indicator of the likelihood of becoming a
facultyy hire.
At the same time, becoming a new faculty hire with only a graduate
degree is extremely unlikely—even at Bachelor’s granting universities.

Yet the number of departures of tenured and tenure-track faculty has
changed little since 2003.

“While there were about 350
departures by tenured and tenuretrack faculty
f
during the 2006-2007
academic year…there were 475
recruitments for the same time
frame, with 342 tenured and tenuretrack faculty members hired in
2007-2008; this…is consistent with
what we have seen in prior years.”
--Focus on the Faculty Job Market
in Physics and Astronomy
Departments,
AIP Statistical Research Center

Bottom Line: the job market for faculty in universities and other institutions is very
stable…
…“stable” meaning that overall, not many jobs are being lost. At the same time, not
many are being created, either.

What about Permanent Employment in the Private Sector?

Source: NSF Survey of Doctoral Recipients, 1971‐2006

According to the NSF Survey of Doctoral Recipients, the private sector has been
th largest
the
l
t single
i l employment
l
t base
b
off Physics
Ph i PhDs
PhD since
i
1971 ((above
b
40%)
40%).
Furthermore, according to the same survey from 2006, the median salary for
physics PhDs was $106K!
Bottom Line: If trends continue, the private sector will continue to support
a large Physics PhD workforce with challenging, high-paying jobs.

Where can I find out more?
ComPADRE Physics Careers Resource Website
• The comPADRE Careers Resource Website provides advice and resources for students, educators
and parents who want to know more about physics and physics careers.

www.careersinphysics.org
APS Webinars
• APS webinars are designed to connect you with individuals who can offer insight into physics
careers, educational programs, and professional development for students, working physicists, and
educators.

www.aps.org/careers/webinars
AIP Statistical Research Center
• The latest statistics are available on physics employment, enrollment, demographics, and more!

www.aip.org/statistics
APS Job Center
• Partnered w/ Physics Today, AAPT, AVS Science and Technology, IEEE Computer Society, and SPS.
Store copies of your resume, set up job alerts, search the database, and apply for jobs online for FREE!

careers aps org
careers.aps.org

APS Career Website
• The APS Career Website is the gateway to physics career resources. Here you can find links to the
APS Job
J b Center,
C t
information
i f
ti on upcoming
i workshops
k h
and
d meetings,
ti
career advice,
d i
and
d other
th career
and job related resources (such as APS webinars, the APS Job Blog, and more!).

www.aps.org/careers

THANKS!!
Questions? Email: bailey@aps
bailey@aps.org
org

